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Investigation of the energy resolution with

a RETGEM detector *
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Abstract A novel Micro-pattern gaseous detector (MPGD), thick GEM with electrodes made of a resistive

material (RETGEM) is presented. In this paper we mainly investigate the energy resolution of a RETGEM in

Ar+CO2 with different gas mixtures. The results indicate that an energy resolution 30% in single and double

mode can be obtained. The existence of an optimum energy resolution is discussed.
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1 Introduction

The gas electron multiplier (GEM) detector devel-

oped at CERN by Fabio Sauli [1], can operate at rel-

atively high gains in pure noble gases. However, the

GEM is still a rather fragile detector. It can be eas-

ily damaged by sparks, which are almost unavoidable

when operating at high gain. A team at the Weizman

Institute of Science developed a new version of detec-

tor called Thick GEM (TGEM) but this problem per-

sisted [2]. Recently, a new, more spark-resistant ver-

sion of the GEM was developed at CERN and INFN,

in which the metallic electrode layers were replaced

with electrodes of resistive material [3]. This kind of

Thick GEM with Resistive Electrodes was normally

called RETGEM. It is reported that RETGEM can

effectively avoid the occurrence of sparks [3].

Since 2007 we have built a prototype of RETGEM

from a standard PCB 1 mm thick and a hole diameter

of 0.8 mm, a pitch of 1.2 mm, with 30 µm resistive

layer, whose active area is 30 mm×30 mm. In this

paper, we mainly investigate the energy resolution of

RETGEM in different Ar+CO2 gas mixtures.

2 Experimental set up

The experimental set up for the testing of the

RETGEM detectors is shown in Fig. 1. It consists

of a gas chamber in which one or two RETGEMs in

cascade mode were installed and a gas system allow-

ing the flushing through the chamber of various gases.

The drift distance between the drift pad and the top

of the RETGEM is 8 mm. In double mode the gap

between the RETGEMs is 4 mm.
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Fig. 1. A schematic drawing of the experimental set up, single mode (a) and double mode (b).

The tests were performed in different Ar+CO2

mixtures at a total pressure of 1 atm. Measurements

were performed using a 55Fe source collimated by a

φ1 hole. Signals from the detectors were recorded by

charge sensitive preamplifiers Ortec 142AH.

3 Results

Figure 2 shows the energy spectrum measured in

Ar+2%CO2 with 5.9 keV X-rays with a 1540 V high

voltage applied across the RETGEM. It demonstrates

that the full energy peak and the escape peak of Ar

can be separated clearly with an energy resolution of

28%.

Fig. 2. The energy spectrum of a single RET-

GEM in Ar+2%CO2 at a gain of 1100.

During these measurements, the voltage applied

to the feedthrough #1(in Fig. 1) was −1200 V and

−400 V applied to the top electrode of the RETGEM

through feedthrough #2.

In order to comprehend the curve of energy res-

olution in detail, we show the discharge probability

and the energy resolution curve at the same time in

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. The energy resolution and discharge

probability for a single mode in different

Ar+CO2 gas mixtures.

Fig. 4. Energy resolution and discharge prob-

ability vs. voltage, while operating in double

mode.

Figure 3 shows the energy resolution vs. voltage

applied across the single RETGEM measured in dif-

ferent Ar+CO2 gas mixtures, and the corresponding

gas gain is around 103.
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One can see that the energy resolution improves

with decreasing CO2 content, and we can achieve an

energy resolution of about 30%. However, we find

the energy resolution changes sharply for high volt-

ages applied across the RETGEM.

In order to get a higher gain, we need to test RET-

GEM in double mode. Fig. 4 shows the energy resolu-

tion vs. the voltage applied across the RETGEM#2,

measured in double mode.

Fig. 5. The energy spectrum of double RET-

GEMs in Ar+5%CO2 at a gain of 1033.

We can see that the energy resolution improves

if the discharge probability is under 1%. With

Ar+5%CO2 the recorded energy resolutions can even

fall below 30%. One of the energy spectrum mea-

sured in Ar+5%CO2 is shown in Fig. 5, an energy

resolution of 27% FWHM is recorded with 5.9 keV X

rays.

4 Conclusion and discussion

Preliminary experimental results presented in this

paper have proved that RETGEM made with indus-

trial PCB can reach rather good energy resolutions.

Figure 3 and Fig. 4 show that the energy reso-

lution can be improved by the reduction of CO2

in the gas mixture and a value of about 30% can

be obtained; however, the energy resolution changes

rapidly. The reason for this may be as follows: At

first, we can’t separate the escape peak of Ar and the

full energy peak of the 5.9 keV X rays because of the

low voltage applied across the RETGEM detector.

Then the energy resolution is above 40%; with the

increase of the voltage applied across the RETGEM

detector, the two peaks will be slowly separated and

improve the energy resolution. A further increase of

the voltage will lead to more frequent discharges and

worsen the energy resolution. Therefore there should

be an optimum point in the curve of the energy re-

solution.

In double mode the energy resolution curve has a

much better behavior, especially for Ar+5%CO2, one

can achieve energy resolution below 30%.

In conclusion, we would like to note that the

achieved energy resolution of around 30% is sufficient

for the RETGEM. Thus we believe that the RET-

GEM has a good potential for many applications, for

example in the time projection chamber (TPC). Cer-

tainly, more tests would be needed to apprehend the

performance of the RETGEM in detail.
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